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Tags: Skills

Explore all the recent updates to the Pluralsight Skills platform.

Stay ahead of the tech curve by joining our Pluralsight + A Cloud Guru product release webinar (opens in new tab) to introduce you to what’s new in Pluralsight Skills and ACG.

In this article

Learner releases

Skill assessments

- Now you’ll see a notification when a Path-based retake is available.

- Instead of guessing at an answer choice, you can now select the option “I don’t know yet” on your Skill assessment. This helps provide you more accurate assessment results as you see your skills develop over time.
If you've taken an assessment while the assessment is still in Beta phase, you'll now receive a notification when it becomes live.

Thank you for completing the Security Management Skill IQ in its beta phase! With your help, the assessment is now live. We invite you to come back and measure again to gain insights on your skill level and areas to focus your learning.
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Discover certification paths in search

When searching for material to prepare for a certification exam, you can now see certification preparation paths. They have the Certification Prep label.
Profile
You now have an updated profile header, making it easier for you to edit interests, knowledge areas, and more.

Q&A
Now you can gain points and see top contributors to Q&A within your organization.

If you need help, please email support@pluralsight.com for 24/7 assistance.